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This was the title of a talk given to the RSGB HF Convention on 
Saturday 12th October 2002. For further, basic, information please refer 
to the article on Greyline Propagation written by Steve Nichols G0KYA 
and published in the RSGB’s June 2002 issue of RadCom  
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The main point was that all books on propagation refer to greyline 
without being too specific about the bands actually affected. 
 
One article, in Practical Wireless discussed greyline propagation 
28MHz. As greyline is basically described as being the zone where D 
layer absorption is at a minimum, while F later illumination is still very 
high, it is unlikely that 28Mhz would see any benefit. 
 
However, 28MHz paths crossing the terminator may experience skip 
focusing effects - not to be confused with greyline which is along the 
terminator. 
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A typical greyline plot for the day of the lecture. It shows the sunset 
condition over the UK with pre-sunrise twilight over New Zealand. 
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This software by PA3CQR can calculate supposed greyline openings by 
calculating simultaneous sunrise/sunset. 
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The main point is that absorption goes as the inverse square of the 
frequency 
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These are theoretical 
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These are theoretical 
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This was an analysis of the DX cluster of all contacts into ZL from UK 
and surrounding countries for September 2001. 
 
The yellow line shows the greyline - as you can see there were few 
contacts, showing that greyline openings are not as common as we are 
led to believe. 
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There are however many contacts at the sunset condition on 80m. The 
previous map does not however show a true greyline path. 
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The contact into VP8 South Sandwich Island was not a true greyline 
path using sunrise/sunset as our measure of the greyline. My argument 
is that what we are interested in is what is happening above our heads 
at 75km - not what is happening on the ground. 
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By showing the D/F layer illumination we get a better picture of where 
the greyline is. 
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We have extensive data for the reception of the DCF39 into Portugal. 
The above shows the uncorrected sunset map for the path. 
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The upturn is due to the D layer illumination ending some time after 
sunset. Before that time the signal bounces off the bottom of the D 
layer. After that time is bounce off the bottom of the E layer. We can use 
this data to map where the D layer absorption ends. 
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This graph shows that this is not that predictable - it varies from day to 
day even allowing for sunset occurring earlier. In other words, the data 
points don’t lay on a straight line. 
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This shows the sunset condition - it doesn’t explain the upturn in signal. 
There is little correlation. 
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This shows the adjusted greyline. Now we can see that the signal 
increases some time after the D layer illumination ends and just before 
F layer illumination ends. We can now test this hypothesis by looking for 
greyline enhancement and checking any upturn with the time. 
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This theory seems to hold for local paths, but not for long paths. More 
work needed! 
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This is the new group that has been set up. The home page can be 
found at http://uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/greyline/ 
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We are looking at the reception of signals from South Africa in early 
November to look for any greyline enhancement. Since the lecture a 
station in Lusaka has been added too on 4265KHz. 
 
We also have a lost of frequencies and location for a worldwide network 
of SITOR stations 
 
We are also looking for round the world greyline echoes on 5MHz using 
chirpsounder - none found so far. 
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These graphs show that many so-called greyline contacts are anything 
but. However, they do follow the rule that signals can be strong at local 
sunrise/sunset from the dark portion of the earth. 
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Or at DX sunrise/sunset into the dark portion of the earth. 
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This is probably due to along path across South America. Note it is a 
sunset enhancement 
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This was reported on GB2RS as being greyline. Once again, it is 
probably longpath. Only by analysing such contacts using GEOCLOCK 
can you really see what is happening. 
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This shows how trans-terminator paths can being about signal 
enhancements near sunset. This effect is called skip-focusing. 
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The path shown in the previous slide. 
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